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Csr2 capping guide



Devil Doll Guest After losing 100k points (as in I can see them, but they do not refer to the solo or crew leaderboard) - and numerous support emails ignored and then just receiving a car response that did not explain this problem - I discovered why from other sources on the internet, through trial &amp;
error, and testing. There is a daily cap on the amount of personal rp that you can get in a day = 300k. The day resets every 24 hours, when Jerry's daily bonus resets. It seems that the daily personal rp cap does not apply to crew rp (these are the brown ones you collect) - you still add them to the total
number of crew members. Your solo scale will show only 300k maximum per day. You still earn cash after earning max rp, and extra points seem to be included to imcrease your rank.----------------This is not obvious because you still see points on your solo rp count at the top of the screen, they still show
up on your Crew Stats board, and they still show up in the total Crew RP you see in the crew garage. Although, no one on your crew will see any extra points, except you. So, keep in the know: anything in excess of 300k a day will not count on your solo scale (confirmed in person) nor the crew season
statistics calculated to earn a season car (not confirmed in person). And nothing within the game states or makes it clear, especially since the crew season starts at different times than the solo scale (neither does support tell you about the cap, if you contact them). RP stands for Respect Points and it's the
result that shows how well you perform in races, as well as how often and consistently you play CSR2. You'll primarily need a lot of RP to push your crew into Crew Milestones, but it's also your entry fee to become a member of one of the successful crews who are able to actually unlock a crew milestone
car every season. This guide here focuses on getting as many RP points as possible and I didn't just want to throw a few tips at you – I wanted to create a plan for each season that will show you every day what you should do to easily reach 1+ million RP in one season with the least possible effort.
sounds good? Then let's not waste any more time and get started. Farming RP Schedule So, each season lasts 2 weeks and always starts on Thursdays - the exact schedule you can get here. Continue the plan, focus on the experiments and cups that start every day – if you have time and fuel left on any
given day, you can easily hop into Live Races with a T5 car to farm an extra RP. Day #1-2 (Thursday + Friday) The Crew Cup and Prize Cup are under way - they won't reward you with an extra RP other than winning races, but they will give you the extra Silver Keys you should get. A good performance
in the Prestige Cup in the second week of the season is elementary and will give 300,000 RP bonuses - but you will need Prestige Car for this that falls from Silver Crates with 10x increased the chances. That's why you should farn the Silver Keys here (and not spend any Silver Keys when you have it to
get next season's Prestige Car again). Day #3 (Saturday) Do your Token Cup races today and unlock the 30,000 bonus RP as well as the trial limit for another 25 Silver Keys. Day #4 (Sunday) Today there is a Supply Cup that will reward an additional 12,000 RP if you have a car manufacturer you should
do it safely, also for fissuion parts. If not, you can also easily breed live races. Sunday is usually a day where many have more free time, so growing live racing today is also a good thing to do to get about 50,000 to 100,000 extra RP. Day #5-6 (Monday + Tuesday) If you play often you should have a
prestigious car of past seasons and you can get an 86,400 bonus RP using it in the Crew Cup that starts today - if you don't have one you should be growing Live Races or any other race involving a T5 car today. Day #7 (Wednesday) Token Cup and Supply Cup will today give a 42,000 bonus RP which
you should also try to finish today as the prestige cup will start the next day. Make sure you finish them and if the service test line requires a T4 or T5 car, you can optionally grow it for some nice extra RP as well. Day #8 (Thursday) This is the day the Prestige Cup starts and if you only use your Silver
Keys during the 10x drop rate for Prestige Car you should also unlock it and set it up a bit to start big today - there are pently races and 300,000 bonus RP to get as push today as you can get. If you're having trouble, try downloading the same cars from the manufacturer to get fusion parts to finish over
the coming days. Day #9-11 (Friday -Sunday) These are the days in which you should focus on completing the Prestige Cup – if you have setbacks you can also finish the Supply Cup on Saturday for a 12,000 bonus RP and farms of other races in between while still trying to work on your prestigious car.
Live Races are also a niec supplement if you have any fuel left. Day #12 (Monday) Today there is a Token Cup that will reward 30,000 bonus RP that you don't want to miss so they judge in a T5 car to get the most RP from it. Day #13-14 (Tuesday + Wednesday) End sprint for the season and time to
push the RP now - there's the Crew Cup and Supply Cup which has a 98,400 bonus RP that will come in handy today, focus on that! In total, you should now have more than 600,000 bonus RP plus all the RP you got for winning races that will be easy - depending on how many live races you could push
and which Tier was cups, trials and Prestige Car – another 500,000+ RP. It's your million and there's hardly been a stupid cultivation of RP in live racing or elsewhere, you've just performed well in cups and trials for that  Points is a result that how well you perform in races and how consistently you play
CSR2. If you want to become a member of a successful CSR2 team, RP is your membership card. If you're a crew member, you need an RP to move your team forward in crew milestones. You need to know that Crew Milestones' goal is to win a Crew Milestone car, keys, fusion parts and gold every
season. It's actually pretty easy to break 1 million RP tags per season, you just have to follow a few simple tips. Tip 1: Get a Prestige Cup car every seasonAs score, you will earn a lot of RP without much effort with Prestige Cup (PC) car. With PC Car previous and current seasons you can easily earn
600k RP if you stick to the next schedule. Tip 2: Follow the CSR2 Season ScheduleEach CSR2 season lasts exactly 14 days and follows a strict schedule. During the 14 days of the season there are exactly 27 trial and cup races that you should drive. However, you will need two prestige cup cars
described above. As a reward for your efforts, you will receive 610,800 points for respect for the crew (RP). The RP you get for every race here isn't even included. But in the end you will easily be over 700k RP. The average Noobs season schedule on Google Drive: 3: Drive Live Races for Respect
PointsLive Races are a great resource for Respect Points, especially considering the following:Use a rare car with at least 5 stars. As an add-on, you'll get up to +18% RP bonus per ride. Use a car with unlimited freshness. You get up to +10% RP bonus per ride. Use an elite car. You get up to +10% RP
bonus per ride. Race when one of your crew's wildcards is activated. You get up to +150% RP bonus per ride. A replacement means having a win/lose series with other contestants. More details about live races and substitutionAs you follow these tips, a season with more than a million points of respect is
no big deal. Job.
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